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The nonrelativistic quark model'~' for ele-
mentary particles has had some empirical suc-
cess. I ipkin and Scheck' have deduced certain
relations, peculiar to the quark model, between
forward scattering amplitudes which appear
to be well satisfied. Becchi and Morpurgo4
have shown that the photoproduction of the 33
resonance proceeds through the M1 transition
only, ' in accordance with well-established ex-
perimental information. ' In the nonrelativis-
tic quark model, the total orbital angular mo-
mentum of the quarks is L = 0, for the baryon
octet and decuplet. There now appear to be
a large number of N* resonances' with -mass-
es between 1400 and 2000 MeV, and Dalitz has
attempted a tentative classification of these
using orbital angular momenta L = 1 and L = 2

in the quark model. In view of the success of
the quark model in its predications for the pho-
toproduction of the 33 resonance, it seems worth
while to examine here the consequences of the
model for the photoproduction of these higher
N* resonances. We will show that the vertex
couplings, yNN~, vanish for certain N* states
of the nonrelativistic quark model.

Consider the T= 2, s- and d-wave (odd-par-
ity) pion-nucleon resonances. In the quark mod-
el these can be accommodated' in orbital an-
gular momentum states with L = 1 and odd par-
ity. Firstly, there are the (8)'Pg states whose
strangeness-zero members are spy and d'» pion-
nucleon states. The J= 2 member is identified
with the old "second" pion-nucleon resonance,
the d» N*(1527),' and the J= ~ member with
the spy pN KN state' just above gN threshold.
About the photoproduction of these two states
the quark model makes no remarkable state-
ments, the allowed electromagnetic multipole
transitions being also allowed by the quark
model. In particular, the M2 transition to the
d $3 state is al lowed whil e experiment s eems
roughly, compatible with Z1 excitation only. '
However, the pion-nucleon amplitude analyses'
indicate that there are many important partial
waves (P», s», s», d», P») in the energy region,
all of which may be strongly photoexcited (see
below), and in this complica. ted situation a con-
siderable M2 transition to the dy3 state cannot

be ruled out.
Secondly, there are the (8)~P~ states whose

strangeness-zero members are s yy dy3 and

d» pion-nucleon states. The J= 2 member is
identified with the probable + yy resonance' at
-1700 MeV, the J = z member with the d» res-
onance' 'o at -1670 MeV, while the J= —, mem-
ber is as yet unidentified. " Now the (AN*)
vertex for these states involves the transition

1S)2S
1 2- $S)'PZ

from a nucleon in a state with total quark spin
2 (doublet state) to a state with total quark spin
—, (quartet state). It is evident that such tran-
sitions can only proceed through the quark mag-
netic moment term in the electromagnetic in-
teraction since the quark charge and current
terms do not involve the quark spin.

We may write this term in the form

q = (I/v 3 )(P,n,n, + n,P,n, + n,n,P, )

and is totally symmetric under permutations
of the quark indices. There are two S = 2 or
doublet spin functions which we select as

q, = (I/E6) (P,n, + n,P,)n, —-',n,n,P„
q. = (I/~~)(P, n. n,P,)n„-

(2)

(4)

and these form a basis for a 2~2 representa-
tion of the permutation group generated by per-
mutations of the quark indices ("mixed-sym-
metry" wave functions).

The three-quark states with the quantum num-

M= Q p .o. (k && e) exp(ik. r .),
Z 21=1

where ri, pi, oi are, respectively, the position,
the magnetic moment, and the spin operator
of the ith quark, k is the momentum of the pho-
ton, and & its polarization vector. We now pro-
ceed to write down the wave functions for the
three-quark systems which form the baryons.

Let ni, Pibe the spin functions for the ith quark
with ~ component of spin+2, -2, respectively;
we write spin functions for the three-quark
system which have total z component of quark
spin Sz =+&. The S = 2 spin function is
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bers of proton, neutron, and lambda, we de-
note by ~i, ~i, and &i. There are two indepen-
dent ("mixed-symmetry") octet states and those
of positive charge are

v, = (I//6)(vp, + w, v, )m, -(-',)'i'm, m, v„

v, = (1/v 2 )(vp, —v, v, )w„

and these obviously form a basis for the same
2& 2 representation of the permutation group
as the spin functions q, and q2. If pi is the po-
sition vector of the ith quark with respect to
the center of mass of the three quarks, then
we define

4'1 3p I+ 3p2r

4, = 3(p,-p, ).

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(8}P, , -(1/WZ)q(v, C, +v,C,)C .

We may now evaluate the transition matrix ele-
ment induced by the operator (1). It is suffi-
cient to.consider the term

p, o ~ (k&&e) exp(ik r.).i

may be written as an operator on SU(3) three-
i

component spinors:

These are P-wave functions of odd parity
(there are only two independent ones) which
form a basis for the same 2~ 2 representation
of the permutation group as do p» p2 and v» v2.
I et C(p„p„p,), 4'(p„p„p, ) be S-state inter-
nal wave functions totally antisymmetric under
permutations of the quark indices of the sca-
lar distances pi. Then the totally antisymme-
tric functions are given by" (the center-of-mass
motion has been taken out)

(8}'S,- (I/v 2 )(q,v, + q,v, )4, (9)

metric in p„p„p,. Then a suitable function is

(8}~P -(I/v2)q(v 4 -v 4' )4".
2 2 1 (13)

It can be easily verified that this also gives
a vanishing matrix element.

A first consequence that may be noted is that,
in the context of the quark model, the result
reinforces the assignment of the d» N*(1527),
and the Ng resonances to the (8}'Pg configur-
ations rather than the (8}4PJ configurations.
This is because strong photoproduction was
the original means by which the d»N*(1527)
was first observed; now very strong qN pho-
toproduction at threshold has been observed
and has been attributed'4 to the Ng resonance.
Secondly, it should be possible to test the quark
model and these assignments to the (8}'Pg states
by observation of photoproduction in the region
of the so-called "third" pion-nucleon resonance
since the photoproduction of the f»N~(1690)
is predicted, together with the absence of pho-
toexcitation of the d„N*(-1670) and the prob-
able s»N*(1700). At present there is no com-
pelling evidence for the presence or absence
of photoproduction of the d» resonance, for
example. It should be borne in mind that the
vertex function (yNN*) may not be the only
mechanism for the photoproduction of the res-
onance and that some configuration mixing could
be present in the quark model without destroy-
ing its general validity; however, marked pho-
toproduction would be a rather strong contra-
indication of the validity of this extension of
the nonrelativistic quark model to higher (quark)
orbital angular-momentum states.

In Ref. 2 it is suggested that the P» resonance,
which it is difficult to dispose, may be assigned
to an (8}'S,&, with symmetric space symmetry:

0 0
p, =p 0--' 0

(0 0'-;)' (12)

and we obtain the matrix element" of (11) be-
tween the spin-SU(3) functions of Eqs. (9) and

(10) to be zero. Consequently, the electromag-
netic vertex (yNN*) vanishes for N* =(8}'P~,.
the argument obviously includes electroproduc-
tion as well as photoproduction.

We could have constructed another (8}'Pg
wave-function still with Fermi statistics (total
antisymmetry in all the quark indices) by choos-
ing an S-wave function 4 "(p„p2,p, ) totally sym-

(1/v 2 )(q,v, -q,v, )C ".
Then it can similarly be shown that the photo-
production matrix element vanishes. It may
be possible to make some judgment on this from
present or shortly available experimental da-
ta. Indeed, there is evidence in N*+ m photo-
production" of a much earlier and sharper rise
than can well be explained by the inelastic de-
cay of the d»N~(1527). The most likely source
of this is the inelastic P» resonance (already
strong at 1400 MeV), and if this is the case,
and avoiding angular-momentum excitation,
one must rather assign the p» to an (8}2S»2
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state with an (excited) antisymmetric space
wave function, so that its spin wave function
is the same as that of the nucleon.

Assignment' of the s» resonance' to a (10j'Pz,
state gives a nonvanishing photoproduction ver-
tex.
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